Abstract. In this paper we propose a quantitative model for evaluation and selection of Integrated Development Environments (IDE's) for Java enterprise applications. Our goal is to determine the extent to which major IDE's satisfy typical software developer requirements. Our evaluation model is based on the Logic Scoring of Preference (LSP) method for system evaluation. We present an overview of the LSP method, the structure of IDE evaluation criterion, and a sample evaluation and comparison of three competitive systems: IBM WebSphere Studio Application Developer, Borland JBuilder, and SUN ONE Studio. In this paper we also introduce rectangular diagrams, an efficient new notation of LSP criteria.
Introduction
Software evaluation is a process of systematic analysis of software quality. Software quality models must reflect the requirements of specific users. Such requirements are used to create criterion functions that generate a quantitative indicator of the overall satisfaction of requirements. Typical criterion functions for software evaluation are based on software quality attributes for product operation (functionality, usability, efficiency, reliability) and product evolution (maintainability, testability, portability, and reusability). Identification of general quality attributes and corresponding criteria can be based on the classical works of Boehm et al. [2] , McCall et al. [19] , and the ISO 9126 and IEEE 1061 standards for software quality metrics [15, 14] . While quality metrics are mostly standardized, the evaluation methods that operate with these metrics are rather heterogeneous [1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 18, 20, 25, 27] . This paper expands quantitative models for software evaluation introduced in [25, 9, 12, 10] .
In the case of IDE's for Java enterprise application development the evaluation criterion should reflect the needs of software developers. Consequently, the emphasis is on functionality, usability, efficiency and reliability of IDE's as tools for development of sophisticated multi tier applications. Of course, the functionality, usability, efficiency and reliability are complex criteria that include a variety of individual quality attributes. These attributes are inputs for the evaluation process, and the first step in the development of a software evaluation model is a systematic process of identifying attributes that are not redundant and that completely express all relevant user requirements.
After identifying indicators that are inputs for the evaluation process, the next step is to develop a quantitative model (a criterion function) for computing the global quality of the evaluated system. In this paper, we propose an IDE evaluation criterion function based on the LSP system evaluation method. A rather extensive description of the method can be found in [5, 6] . Papers that survey the method and its tools include [7, 8, 10, 25] . The LSP method was first used for software evaluation and selection in the case of database systems [25] . Other recent applications include evaluation of windowed environments [9] , web browsers [12] , search engines [17] and various web sites [22, 23, 24] . The LSP method includes and substantially expands and generalizes the software evaluation model outlined in the ISO 9126 standard. The LSP method interprets IDE evaluation as a logic decision problem, and the goal of evaluation is to determine the level of global satisfaction of a comprehensive set of user requirements.
The development of enterprise applications
Java enterprise applications are based on the Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) framework presented in Fig. 1 . The three main components are the desktop client tier, the server tier hosted by the application server, and the database server. The major components of the server tier are Java Server Pages (JSP), servelets, and Enterprise Java Beans (EJB). JSP/servelets serve HTTP requests with dynamic data, and EJB's encapsulate business logic as well as the interaction with the database tier. 
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An overview of the LSP method
This elementary criterion can also be graphically presented as a preference scale: Software systems can be evaluated from different points of view. For example, software users and software maintenance engineers regularly have different criteria. Consequently, the first step in the evaluation process is to clearly define the evaluation standpoint, by specifying for whom we create the criterion function (e.g. a software evaluation criterion can reflect needs of a typical software developer). In the case of evaluating the response time R the elementary criterion can be a decreasing function: Software evaluation criteria always have many components and these components can be systematically identified using a system requirement tree. Such structures are defined in all software quality standards [14, 15] and can be used as an initial step in building customized requirement trees. For example, if we want to evaluate performance of a software product we could use the following decomposition structure: 
. The next step is to aggregate elementary preferences and compute the global preference ) ,...,
that reflects the global ability of the evaluated system to satisfy all evaluator's requirements.
The aggregation function L is created using a stepwise process of logic aggregation of preferences shown in Fig.  2 . This process regularly follows the system requirement tree, going from the leaves towards the root. Preferences that are related (like the response time and throughput in our example) are aggregated using appropriate logic operators (denoted A in Fig. 2) . The results are subsystem preferences (e.g., the subsystem preference reflecting measured performance). The stepwise aggregation process continues by aggregating subsystem preferences until the single global preference is computed. We use five basic logic aggregation operators (aggregators):
• Simultaneity aggregator (partial conjunction of
Each of these aggregators has specific logic properties, and the operators can be nested and combined in other ways to create a wide spectrum of logic relationships that exactly reflect user needs. The simultaneity operator (partial or full conjunction) is used when we want a simultaneous high satisfaction of all requirements in a group. The replaceability operator (partial or full disjunction) is used whenever the high satisfaction of any requirement can (partially or completely) replace the satisfaction of all other requirements in the group. The neutrality operator (arithmetic mean) is located between replaceability and simultaneity: it combines a moderate need for simultaneous satisfaction of requirements with a moderate replaceability capability. The simultaneity, neutrality, and replaceability are three fundamental related operators that are special cases of the Generalized Conjunction/Disjunction function (GCD, symbol ◊). We implement GCD using the weighted power mean [4, 11] :
The weights are used to express the relative importance of input preferences, and the exponent r is used to adjust logic properties of this aggregation function. The special cases of GCD that are used to model simultaneity are the full conjunction ( , −∞ = r ), and the partial conjunction (andor function, ). The special cases of GCD that are used to model replaceability are the full disjunction (
, and the partial disjunction (orand function, The fundamental property of the partial conjunction is andness or the conjunction degree (α ) [4] that is defined as a level of similarity between the partial conjunction and the full conjunction. Andness belongs to the unit interval, 0≤α≤1, and α=1 denotes the full conjunction. The fundamental property of the partial disjunction is orness or the disjunction degree (ω) [4] that is defined as the level of similarity between the partial disjunction and the full disjunction. Orness also belongs to the unit interval, 0≤ω≤1, and ω=1 denotes the full disjunction. The andness and orness are complementary indicators (α+ω=1), and consequently ω=0 denotes the full conjunction and α=0 denotes the full disjunction. Therefore, GCD is a mix of conjunctive and disjunctive properties. In the case of partial conjunction, conjunctive properties predominate (α>0.5, ω<0.5), and in the case of partial disjunction, disjunctive properties are predominant (α<0.5, ω>0.5). In the case of neutrality (arithmetic mean), the conjunctive and disjunctive properties are perfectly balanced (α=ω=0.5). Fig. 3 shows the central location of neutrality between eight simultaneity operators and eight replaceability operators. These operators have different levels of andness/orness: the andness increases from 0 to 1 going from the top to the bottom of the list. Its complement, orness increases from 0 to 1 going from the bottom of the list to its top. 
The relationship between the exponent r and the levels of andness and orness, based on numerical values of µ(k,r), for k=2 is shown in Table 1 . For k>2 the values of r are slightly different. The shaded area of Table 1 includes the cases where r ≤ 0. These cases are very important in system evaluation because if the input preference is zero, the output preference must also be zero. This means that all inputs to such aggregation blocks must be positive, and the corresponding blocks are used to model mandatory requirements. Examples of such blocks for k=2 include for the geometric mean and for 0 = r Aggregation block ID The first step in modeling simultaneity is to decide whether to use simultaneity operators C--and C-that model weak conjunctive polarization without mandatory requirements, or to use C-+ and other operators that model stronger conjunctive polarization and mandatory requirements. In our previous example, the response time reflects the satisfaction of the user, and the server throughput reflects the satisfaction of the provider. If the evaluator wants the simultaneous and mandatory satisfaction of both the user and the provider, then this request can be modeled by selecting two independent parameters of the simultaneity operator: Figure 4 . An example of the medium simultaneity mandatory aggregation block (partial conjunction, andor)
In system evaluation models, we must frequently combine mandatory and non-mandatory (desired or optional) inputs. The mandatory/desired operator, M/D, (or Conjunctive Partial Absorption (CPA) [5, 6] ) is an asymmetric compound operator that combines a mandatory input x and a desired (optional) input y. If the mandatory requirement is not satisfied (x=0) the output preference is z=0 regardless of the value of y. If 0<x≤1 and y=0 then z≈x-xp, where p denotes a penalty (typical range: 10%<100p<30%). If 0<x<1 and y=1 then z≈x+xr, where r denotes a reward (typical range: 5%<100r<15%, and regularly p>r). The properties of CPA are summarized in Table 2 .
• Degree of simultaneity (andness) • Relative importance of inputs (weights)
If the evaluator considers that the throughput and the response time as equally important (both weights are 50%), and if the selected intensity of simultaneity is medium (CA) in the mandatory range, this yields the aggregation block shown as a "rectangular diagram" in Fig. 4 . In this example, the requirement for simultaneous satisfaction of input requirements yields relatively low resulting preference (65%) caused by low satisfaction of the throughput requirement.
The parameters of this function can be computed from the desired average penalty and reward values. Figure 5 shows two rectangular diagrams of a CPA aggregator with an average penalty of 10% and an average reward of 5% for our previous example of combining measured performance and resource consumption. Measured performance is considered critical and it is a mandatory requirement. It is desired that a high performance is attained with a low re-source consumption; however, the resource consumption is not mandatory. The first diagram in Fig. 5 is the "external" symbolic notation of the CPA block. The second diagram is "internal" and shows the anatomy of the CPA block that consists of combined DA and CA operators. More details about asymmetric operators can be found in [6] .
The basic preference aggregation operators (simultaneity, neutrality, replaceability, CPA, and DPA) can be combined and nested in a variety of ways. As a typical example, Fig.  7 presents a compound CPA operator with two mandatory and three desired inputs. Figures 8,9 ,10,11 and Table 3 show two nested operators:
• Mandatory/Desired/Optional (MDO) [25] In the MDO case, we distinguish three levels of asymmetry:
• Mandatory input (if its value is zero then the output is zero regardless of other inputs) • Desired input (if the mandatory input is positive, the desired input provides the penalty/reward effects typical for CPA operators) The sufficient/desired operator, S/D, (or Disjunctive Partial Absorption (DPA) [5, 6] ) is an asymmetric compound operator that combines a sufficient input x and a desired (optional) input y. If the sufficient requirement is completely satisfied (x=1) the output preference is z≈1 regardless the value of y. The main features of the mandatory/desired [M/D] and sufficient/desired [S/D] aggregators are summarized in Table 2 . A sample external and internal rectangular diagrams of a DPA function is presented in Fig. 6 . Figures  8,9 ,10 differ in their properties. I the case of the D-nested operator the desired and optional inputs are not independent: the zero value of the desired input prevents the optional input to make any (positive or negative) effect. In the case of M-nesting, the optional input is independent of the desired input and the desired input has higher compensation power because it affects the mandatory part of the op- The differences between these three aggregation operators are subtle, and our point is to show that the LSP method offers subtleties in the logic aggregation of preferences that can be used to build highly precise complex criteria. 
Sufficient
The SDO aggregator (Fig. 11) is symmetric to the MDO operator, but it has much lower usability. The complete satisfaction of the sufficient input causes the complete satisfaction at the output. If the sufficient input is zero, then this can be compensated by the desired input, and (to a lesser extent) by the optional inputs. A summary of basic properties of the D-nested M/D/O and S/D/O operators is shown in Table 3 .
The process of logic aggregation of preferences is systematically applied to all subsystems as shown in Fig. 2 . At the end, it generates the global preference, which is a single scalar indicator of the quality of the systems as a whole. The resulting global preference can be combined with the global system cost C using a cost/preference analysis (e.g. competitive systems can be compared using the ratio). An example of cost/preference analysis is presented later in this paper, in the context of comparison of IDE environments.
The LSP criterion for IDE evaluation
Our criterion for IDE evaluation reflects the needs of the typical software developer of an enterprise application. This criterion incorporates traditional components of software quality, and it is structured according to the following system requirement tree. The total sum of points P reflects the complexity of creating projects, and we evaluate it using the following criterion:
Project create activity P 17 20 
Class break points (112112) are evaluated using a binary criterion: 1 (or 100%) denotes the availability of class break point mechanism, and 0 denotes the absence of this feature.
After developing all elementary criteria we can generate 59 elementary preferences for each of the evaluated systems. The final step is the aggregation of these preferences using an appropriate criterion aggregation structure. Fig.  12 shows the global structure of the preference aggregation process. 
Comparison of three major IDE systems
Our criterion for IDE evaluation can be applied for evaluation of the majority of commercially available IDE's. In this Section, we use it to evaluate the IBM WebSphere Studio Application Developer 5.0 (WSAD) [13, 21] , Borland JBuilder 9 (BJB) [3] , and SUN ONE Studio 4 Update 1 (S1) [26] . In our analyses and measurements we used evaluation copies of these products with their default parameters and list prices. The evaluation platform was Windows XP with hardware parameters that satisfy manufacturers' requirements.
This system requirement tree defines 59 performance variables (listed in italics). Some of the elementary criteria are based on a single system attribute, and others are compound aggregates of several system attributes. We used more than 100 IDE attributes to build the presented criterion.
Input data (performance variables and costs) were collected in June 2003. Of course, costs and some system parameters evolve over time. Consequently, the primary goal of our presentation is to show properties of the LSP decision model for evaluation of a complex software system. The exact comparison of the three analyzed systems may vary over time depending primarily on current costs and development of new features. The preferences of all major subsystems are presented in Table 4 . Both WSAD and BJB attain very high usability levels, and have similar functionality levels. These two systems outperform S1 in all four major evaluation categories. WSAD has the best performance and BJB has the best interaction with other tools. The three systems are clearly differentiated in the performance area. We used a benchmark with 700 Java files for measuring the build time. We also evaluated the IDE memory consumption (measured as virtual address space). BJB has very large memory consumption, and this contributed to its second place finish. In the case of S1, the evaluation copy had extremely high build time (caused by a very slow clean-up operation) and this was the primary reason for its unacceptable performance score.
WSAD gets low preference in the "interaction with other tools" category because it only supports the WebSphere application server.
Final evaluation results (global preferences) and a list price based cost/preference analysis are shown in Table 5 . Global preferences of WSAD and BJB are very close and indicate that these two systems have similar global quality. Their level of satisfaction of developer requirements is sufficiently high to prove the maturity of technology that is provided by these two systems.
A low global preference of S1 is not only caused by long build time. Another basic limitation of this IDE is that its editor does not assist users by interpreting the entered program while other IDE's understand the program structure during the editing session and offer help in correcting errors and altering class structures. S1 also has a problem with a menu structure that is substantially harder to use than in the case of WSAD and BJB.
The cost of an evaluated system is certainly one of decision parameters. However, while typical developer requirements that are used to compute global preferences are rather stable, the cost requirements vary from case to case. Consequently, our cost/preference analysis shown in Table 3 is merely an example of modeling that can be applied in actual situations. We use two formulas for computing a global quality indicator q: The first formula uses the weight w to express the relative importance of cost C, while 1-w is the relative importance of the global preference E. The minimum cost and the maximum preference are used to normalize the values of C and E. The second formula reflects the situation where the global cost and the global preference are equally important. The values in Table 3 are computed for w=0.3 and are normalized ( Q ), so that the best system is characterized by a global quality of 100%. These results reflect the fact that the best global quality can be achieved through both a very high performance and a very low cost. In many practical cases, however, it is reasonable to restrict the analysis to only those competitive systems that satisfy a selected minimum preference level. 
Conclusions
The presented LSP methodology is based on a comprehensive set of input attributes, and elementary criteria that precisely reflect all individual user requirements. The main power of the LSP approach is the ability to build a versatile and precise model of logic aggregation of preferences. By combining appropriate preference aggregation operators, it is possible to derive sophisticated criteria that have high expressive power and flexibility to model a wide spectrum of logic relationships that precisely reflect the user's needs.
Integrated development environments must satisfy a variety of requirements. The global level of satisfaction of these requirements is used for their evaluation and comparison, and the LSP method provides a framework for building sophisticated evaluation models.
The presented evaluation results reflect the specific systems we evaluated and our general software development criterion. In other situations (tuning of IDE system parameters, different size and complexity of software development projects, and different prices), the results could differ. However, we feel that our analysis provides two stable results: (1) the technology implemented by current IDE's is sufficiently mature and satisfies more than 85% of general user requirements, and (2) the leading manufacturers of IDE, IBM and Borland, provide similar global system quality levels. This excludes prices that reflect marketing strategies and can change from user to user.
The presented methodology, which includes the LSP criterion model followed by a cost/preference analysis, can be used in all IDE evaluation and selection projects. Our model is based on more than 100 system attributes and can be considered sufficient for general-purpose analyses. The model can be expanded to cover situations where we need a more detailed analysis, and situations were the evaluation must include those products that closely cooperate with IDE's.
